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n 1897, Eleanor B. Woodruff, a librarian at the Pratt Institute Free Library, wrote in Library Journal of the repetitive nature of reference questions. She informed readers that "certain questions come around with the regularity of the seasons." 1 With this and the effort sometimes devoted to answering a question in mind, Woodruff advocated librarians record questions, answers, and sources on "spoiled catalog cards." 2 Additionally, she urged librarians to take notes from their readings, record factoids, and paste clippings from the local newspaper on cards. She insisted that once assigned subject headings and arranged alphabetically, these old cards would become an essential reference resource. Locally developed reference technologies such as Woodruff' s card file have long been used by librarians to answer questions in conjunction with commercially printed resources. Robert Slater made similar remarks in 2006, stating that at almost every reference desk one "can find an amalgamation of vertical files, Rolodexes, notebooks, desk blotter scribbles, post it notes, word processor documents, and webpages that together, represent the need-to-know information." 3 Although reference technologies have evolved significantly since the time of "spoiled catalog cards," locally created resources continue to assist in answering patron' s questions quickly and accurately.
Reference librarians frequently utilize reference technologies, whether books, vertical files, three-ring binders, card files, or electronic equivalents, as their first line of defense in answering questions. These resources contain information specific to a library and its community, along with current FeAture information, frequently asked questions (FAQ), and answers to questions that librarians deem difficult. As new modes of reference have emerged, these resources have adapted. Tracing the history of reference tools places the development of Purdue University' s Virtual Notebook in a historical narrative of ready reference technologies that is more evolutionary than revolutionary.
dEFInITIon oF TERMS
Ready reference technologies are tools used to assist in the provision of reference and user services. They capture and record data, and in the process help them to proliferate so that they are more easily accessible. 
THE EVolUTIon oF REFEREnCE RESoURCES
Reference librarians communicate with each other to better serve patrons. Whether notifying colleagues about classroom assignments or recently asked questions, librarians participate in knowledge management. Borrowed from the corporate world, knowledge management describes the methods an organization employs to share information. Early literature stressed the role of special librarians and their possession of skills to effectively assist this corporate activity. 4 Townley addressed the role of the academic library in knowledge management in 2001. Townley defined knowledge management as "the set of processes that create and share knowledge across an organization." 5 He lamented that while libraries assisted in the sharing and preservation of knowledge within their larger institutions, they failed to heed their own advice as a smaller entity within the larger organization.
On the most basic level, knowledge can be classified as either tacit or explicit. 6 Tacit knowledge is what people know intuitively or have learned over time because of job specializationindividuals often view such information as unimportant. This perception of insignificance often results in tacit knowledge going unshared. Explicit knowledge has been shared either verbally or in writing. Printed documents like rules, regulations, and procedures are examples of explicit knowledge. Distributing information on scratch paper or in an e-mail transforms it from tacit to explicit.
How librarians share information with each other at the reference desk has received relatively little attention in the research literature. Presumably, the ubiquity of ready reference tools has led the research community to take them for granted and treat them as unworthy of studies concerning how many libraries have Rolodexes or how frequently reference desk staff consult their desk' s three-ring binder. 7 Instead, the majority of resources mentioning card files, vertical files, reference desk notebooks, or message clipboards are manuals and descriptions of local resources.
TRAdITIonAl REFEREnCE dESk RESoURCES
A common component of reference desks in the predigital age was a notebook or a binder where staff left messages for each other or copies of important information. In his column, "Pencils Never Crash," Bell wrote that his colleagues at his first professional position encouraged him not to just contribute to the shared notebook but to maintain his own. Bell' s personal reference manual quickly became his most important reference source, and he filled the binder beyond capacity. Bell equated the librarian' s relationship with this long-standing reference necessity to that of Peanuts character Linus' s security blanket. 8 The need for more permanent storage space than a notebook led to locally produced card files. The importance of this tool is evident in the textbook The Effective Reference Librarian. The authors gave detailed directions about when and how to create an entry, warning that "unsystematic storing of notes and file cards can keep a would-be reference librarian unproductively busy." 9 Other librarians gave practical examples of how to use a card file as a complement to commercially produced products. 10 Another supplementary tool, the vertical or pamphlet file, provided a method to organize larger pieces of printed information. Virginia Fairfax tool. This serial described pamphlets and ephemeral material, their price, and how libraries could obtain desired pieces. 12 In 1954, Ireland advocated such resources as a solution for dated monographs and to supplement small serials collections. 13 The importance of the vertical file resulted in various attempts to improve awareness through electronic access. In 1980, the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at UCLA attempted to automate the Undergraduate Libraries' information files, but failed because of insufficient technology. An attempt six years later succeeded. 14 In 1989, the Spencer S. Eccles Health Sciences Library at the University of Utah added records for their vertical file to the online catalog using Medical Subject Headings. As a result, use of the files increased significantly. 15 However, in the same year, Abbot declared, "The vertical file is the Rodney Dangerfield of our academic library' s reference collection. It gets no respect." 16 This bothered Abbot because he believed it to be the perfect resource for undergraduates.
CHAnGInG RESoURCES FoR nEW FoRMS oF REFEREnCE
The introduction of the telephone to library reference services led librarians to rethink how they provided their services. Libraries with high call volumes established specific desks to handle phone inquiries. Separated from resources at the desk, libraries built reference collection materials specifically for these areas. 17 Some telephone collections were kept on a circular bookshelf that spun around for quick access. Without an official name, these reference technologies have been called wheels, lazy Susans, and information carousels. 18 As chat and e-mail reference services emerged, librarians further reconceptualized resources needed to facilitate reference desk transactions. They debated where to physically staff chat and e-mail services: at the main reference desk or somewhere away from the public? A secondary problem became proximity to traditional reference resources. Did one need easy access to ready reference materials or the larger print reference collection? Such debates subsided as commercially produced resources became available electronically and information on the Internet grew. 19 Electronic resources often did not address the need for locally produced information. Sauers offered bookmarks as a way to access locally important websites, but he warned that their association with a specific computer and browser made this an imperfect solution. Instead, Sauers suggested creating webpages that librarians could use anywhere. 20 Another solution for digital reference services was canned or scripted messages. Normore and Rumbaugh equated this tool to the "card and Rolodex files traditionally kept to assist with either frequently-asked or hard-to-answer questions." 21 Others worried that these answers came across as impersonal, and therefore detracted from the personal nature of digital reference. 22 Another option, FAQ pages were accessible to everyone at anytime. Joe Janes advocated for the creation of Frequently Asked Reference Question pages that addressed policy and technical questions. Recognizing the potential in already existing reference tools, Janes recommended turning to the card file to write the first iteration.
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ModERnIzInG THE REFEREnCE lIBRARIAn'S ToolBox
As libraries embraced computers and the Internet, librarians looked to technology to create better access to localized reference tools. Grainger Engineering Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign created the database-driven Reference Assistant in the late 1990s. 24 San Diego State and Oakland University also adopted database models. 25 Bell offered a number of possible solutions using modern tools: digitize printed resources and post them to a website; use a bookmarking service such as Delicious, which does not tie access to a browser or a computer; or use a flash stick so librarians can carry the information with them. 26 In "Time to Lose the Sticky and Try a Wiki" Bell outlined the problems of sticky notes as a method to communicate at the desk. He stressed their faults: the eventual loss of stickiness, the risk that someone cleaning the desk would remove a note before everyone read it, and, of course, the problem of illegible handwriting. As a replacement, he advocated reference departments look to wikis, a "nearly tailor-made solution for reference department communication." 27 Wikis offer many advantages: they are free, require little technical knowledge, include notification features, and allow open access and the possibility for collaboration. 28 The advantages Bell cited have resulted in many libraries using wikis for their internal resources. The University of Houston Music Library initially only planned to convert their policy and procedure manual to a wiki. However, this technology' s usefulness resulted in the addition of other materials to the resource, taking it beyond just being a manual. The library' s wiki became an important method for library staff, including FeAture students, to communicate. Through the wiki, staff kept gate-count statistics and even logged problems with the photocopier. 29 The University of Texas at Austin initially created a wiki to provide staff unable to attend meetings with a way to keep up with important information. As the success of this initial use of this new technology became evident, staff decided to add information from the "Assistance Guide," a document containing answers to frequently asked questions. As a result, public services staff, no matter their location, could easily find and search for institutional information. 30 Similarly, at Miami University the libraries implemented a wiki to share information with staff from multiple locations. Within a year of its implementation, the wiki completely replaced messages on e-mail lists or notes at the desk. 31 
BUIldInG THE VIRTUAl noTEBook
Another example of a ready reference tool is the Virtual Notebook developed by the authors when they were employed at Purdue. The Purdue University Libraries include eleven subject-oriented libraries, the Hicks Undergraduate Library, and the Virginia Kelly Karnes Archives and Special Collections Research Center. The Libraries offer 2.8 million printed volumes and electronic books, 40,000 electronic and print journals, more than 400 electronic databases, 3.1 million microforms, and federal government publications and patents received on a depository basis. The Libraries operating budget is around $25 million, and they employ approximately 200 staff-73 faculty and professional staff, and 119 support staff.
Purdue University is a public land grant institution founded in 1869 located in West Lafayette, Indiana. It is a research-intensive university with a Carnegie Classification of Comprehensive Doctoral with Medical/Veterinary. The school has emphases within science, technology, engineering, and business. Enrollment is typically around forty thousand students per year.
Over the years a variety of ready reference technologies have been employed within the Libraries. The Undergraduate Library, perennially one of the busiest reference service points within the Purdue University Libraries, implemented a number of ready reference technologies including notebooks, clipboards, printouts, card files, and vertical files. 32 Prior to the adoption of the Internet, the Reference Notebook contained a variety of print resources selected to facilitate answering reference questions. As more and more information became available electronically, the Reference Notebook evolved and became a collection of print sources unavailable online or printouts of electronic sources better utilized in print. In conjunction with this notebook was another notebook for staff members to leave messages to one another. Over time this led to the creation of the Reference Clipboard, a collection of printouts of procedural and policy based e-mails and sticky notes from staff. In addition to the Reference Notebook there was a binder with ready reference information for use by staff and library patrons when the library reference desk was closed. This resource contained a listing of library hours, maps, and general information about the Libraries. In the recent past-perhaps ten years agothe Undergraduate Library utilized a card file of three by five inch index cards. Cards contained information and sources for frequently asked topics. Similarly, there also was a vertical file, occupying about six linear feet, consisting of pamphlets, handouts, printouts, and clippings about Purdue, the community, the state of Indiana, and the United States. It also contained information about hot topics and travel. In 2009 the vertical file was heavily weeded for the first time in years.
lAUnCH oF ASk A lIBRARIAn
In March 2003, the Libraries launched Ask a Librarian (www.lib.purdue.edu/askalib), a chat and e-mail reference service powered by OCLC' s QuestionPoint software. Ask a Librarian is was the first chat service at Purdue. It consolidates disparate e-mail addresses for each of the libraries into one centralized e-mail service. Ask a Librarian chat offers real-time assistance forty-eight hours per week. Ask a Librarian e-mail is available 24/7 with a promised turnaround time of one to two business days. In a typical month during the academic year the service receives between three hundred and five hundred questions, split roughly equally between chat and e-mail. Each year the service receives between twenty-five hundred and three thousand questions representing between 5 to 7 percent of reference traffic throughout the Purdue University Libraries.
During the first year the Ask a Librarian service was offered, it became clear that staff members needed additional assistance when chatting and e-mailing. At the time, nearly fifty staff from across the Libraries manned Ask a Librarian. For the first time, staff members who were accustomed to providing and customizing services geared toward constituents in their physical locations had to answer questions submitted by patrons of all subjects and developmental levels. While e-mail questions could be referred to staff members The Development of the Virtual Notebook, a Wiki-Based Ready Reference Technology offline, chat questions needed to be answered at the point of need. As a result, adopting the Ask a Librarian service necessitated the creation of a support mechanism to aid staff working in unfamiliar areas. What follows is a breakdown of the ready reference technologies developed to address this scenario.
Method 1: Chat and E-mail Scripts
QuestionPoint, like most digital reference software applications, offers the ability to create scripts or canned messages. Scripts work on the premise that it is easier to paste precoordinated responses into chat or e-mail transcripts than to re-create the process of searching and typing each time a question arrives. QuestionPoint provides two types of scripts-"My Scripts," personal scripts associated with individual QuestionPoint logins, and "Institution Scripts," which are shared across all logins. Staff members created their own My Scripts as part of their digital reference training. Institution Scripts were created by the digital reference services coordinator on behalf of all staff.
Scripts proved helpful in answering chat and e-mail questions when they were used by library staff. However, some staff did not use scripts because they found it difficult to view the contents of scripted messages in the midst of answering questions. This is a characteristic of the QuestionPoint interface. In QuestionPoint' s defense, scripts are easier to view and edit offline. Other staff did not use the scripts because they found it easier and more natural to type messages in real time. Another barrier to using scripts was a system limitation within QuestionPoint permitting only twenty Institution Scripts. On one hand, a limitation in the number of scripts made it easier to view, manage, and use existing scripts. On the other, it stifled the authoring of scripted content to address new questions that had come in.
Given these obstacles, the digital reference services coordinator made changes to the Institution Scripts. Scripts that were proceduralthose that helped staff work through the process of answering chat and e-mail questions-were retained. Scripts that were content-rich-those addressing frequently asked questions such as locating dissertations and theses, interlibrary loan, locating full-text journals, selecting databases, etc.-were removed. This move created additional space for procedural scripts within QuestionPoint and opened the door for the creation of a new ready reference resource to assist in the provision of all user services, not just chat and e-mail reference.
Method 2: Reference FAQ 1.0
The content-bearing scripts removed from QuestionPoint became the initial corpus of the first Reference FAQ created in early 2005. Additional content came from information sources-tacit and explicit-throughout the Libraries. The first Reference FAQ page was a flat text file similar to many early FAQ pages. It was largely a browseable resource, though it could be searched using a Web browser' s find feature. The FAQ was far from elegant, and it had some usability issues, but it filled an immediate need. In addition to supporting all forms of reference and user services, it made tacit knowledge explicit in a way that was more publicly accessible to library staff and patrons alike. After the Reference FAQ was created and its utility for supporting all modes of reference became apparent, its ownership was transferred from the digital reference services coordinator to the reference services team, a group responsible for overseeing reference issues across the Libraries. 
FeAture
Version 2.0 was a significant improvement over version 1.0, though there continued to be challenges. First, maintaining current, accurate content was an issue. When the FAQ Engine was launched the content was up to date, but over time it slowly became outdated. Keeping any FAQ current requires constant and vigilant maintenance. Although version 2.0 was easier to update than version 1.0, staff needed to have logins and be trained to use the FAQ Engine. A second challenge related to ownership. When the Reference FAQ was transferred to the reference services team from the digital reference services coordinator it was loosely controlled. This was so that the development of the FAQ would be open to all Libraries staff and not stifled by a select few with narrow perspectives of reference services. Unfortunately, the result of this decision was that instead of the FAQ being owned by all Libraries staff, it was owned and updated by few.
Method 4: The Virtual Notebook
In May 2007, the Libraries launched an enterprise wiki powered by Atlassian Confluence software as a replacement to the preexisting Libraries intranet. Libraries councils, committees, and teams created wiki spaces to store and share documents in support of collaborative group work. The wiki permitted asynchronous and synchronous work as well as remote and place-based work. At this time, the researchers began to investigate if the wiki could be used to support the next version of the FAQ.
CREATIon oF THE VIRTUAl noTEBook
In the fall of 2007, the digital reference graduate assistant suggested the need for a ready reference technology to support the Ask a Librarian service. Having staffed the Ask a Librarian service for a semester, she believed the methods of sharing information between staff members were ineffective. An abundance of e-mail traffic in support of librarywide reference on a local discussion list clogged in-boxes and the messages were often forgotten between shifts. Having worked as a professional librarian prior to returning to school for a PhD, she advocated for the creation of an electronic version of the three-ring binder that she used at her previous workplaces. As a result, the Virtual Notebook was created.
Content for the Virtual Notebook was gathered from explicit knowledge distributed throughout the Libraries. One source of course was the FAQ Engine. Other sources included a local discussion list setup in support of reference at Purdue, and the archive of chat and e-mail questions from the Ask a Librarian service. The authors also created content in response to questions they had received. After content was collected it was organized organically into a small number of subject headings. The subject headings serve as the main form of navigation within the Virtual Notebook. In addition to browsing through the subject headings, users can perform keyword searches across the entire Virtual Notebook. Another feature of the Virtual Notebook is "What is Happening at the Reference Desk," an area where staff can leave messages for one another. This section was meant to replace messages shared on sticky notes at the desk or e-mails sent to the local reference discussion list.
oUTCoME oF THE VIRTUAl noTEBook
The use of wiki software addressed two major challenges associated with the Reference FAQ version 2.0. First, the Virtual Notebook was easier to edit as compared to the FAQ Engine. To create or edit content within the Virtual Notebook one used the WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) interface. In comparison, edits made to the FAQ Engine were limited and difficult due to the tool' s design. The wiki also provided a revision history, making it easy to revert back to former versions of the page if needed. Second, the Virtual Notebook was built on an open architecture that all Libraries staff could edit. In contrast, staff needed special logins to create content within the FAQ Engine. Despite the benefits of being built on an open, wiki-based architecture, use of the Virtual Notebook was lower than expected as a result of a number of contributing factors.
Despite efforts to integrate these resources into the Virtual Notebook, it is in competition with other preexisting FAQs within the Libraries. If the Virtual Notebook is to be a system-wide resource, it must be comprehensive enough to accommodate the wide range of needs throughout the Libraries. FAQ content residing outside the wiki impedes its use and further development. Similarly, the Virtual Notebook faced competition from the previous intranet-a collection of webpages on a file server located behind a firewall that is still supported by the organization. Again, if the Virtual Notebook is to be fully utilized, it must become the centralized place for information to support public services.
The use of the Virtual Notebook mirrors the overall use of the intranet within the Purdue University Libraries. Early use of the intranet was encouraging, but lessened over time. Much of the use was associated with Libraries councils, The Development of the Virtual Notebook, a Wiki-Based Ready Reference Technology committees, and teams, but the Virtual Notebook, loosely owned by the reference services team, was created as a resource for all Libraries staff. Without overt coordination, it may have been overly optimistic to think that the resource would blossom.
Staff may be reluctant to use the intranet and consequently the Virtual Notebook because they are unfamiliar with wiki technology. Despite Libraries-wide intranet training, the authors found staff members uneasy using the intranet and the Virtual Notebook. Staff members expressed concern that information could be edited or deleted by anyone, a situation eased by the fact that wikis retain version history making it relatively easy to revert to previous versions of the page. Also, even after being described as a shared resource owned by all, staff sought permission to add content to the Virtual Notebook.
The design of the Virtual Notebook may be a factor as well. The researchers deliberately utilized an organic approach in designing the wiki. Instead of starting with an organizational model and then searching for content to fit into predetermined categories, the researchers let the categories naturally emerge from the content. It is possible that the researchers' classification schema did not match what other staff members hoped to see. Another early design decision was to focus on content acquisition over design. The early goal was not to make the Virtual Notebook look pretty, but rather to acquire a significant amount of content so that the Virtual Notebook could become a destination in and of itself.
Finally, use of the Virtual Notebook was limited because the resource resided behind a firewall, unlike the previous Reference FAQs. For staff members this should not have been a problem as they had password access to the intranet. However, the simple act of logging in to the intranet is a barrier to access. For library patrons who could not access the Virtual Notebook at all, it is a major design limitation.
THE FUTURE oF THE VIRTUAl noTEBook
Utilization of the Virtual Notebook has been underwhelming thus far because of the aforementioned contributing factors. Nevertheless, the resource has potential to improve, and as a result, be used more frequently. As the Virtual Notebook is an outgrowth, or an evolution, of previous ready reference technologies, it will no doubt evolve as did earlier ready reference technologies.
Three recent developments at Purdue point to a continued and increased demand for such a tool. First, three libraries at Purdue-the Engineering Library; the Humanities, Social Science, and Education Library; and the Undergraduate Library-consolidated their reference and circulation service desks. As a result, circulation and reference staff are expected to attend to a broader array of questions than before. The next iteration of the Virtual Notebook could support changing roles of Libraries staff.
Second, in addition to service points consolidation within the Libraries, there also has been a Libraries merger into organizational units. In 2009, the Humanities, Social Science, and Education Library; the Management and Economics Library; and the Undergraduate Library joined to form the Humanities, Social Science, Education, and Business Division. Each of the three libraries operates a FAQ database separate from the Virtual Notebook. The Humanities, Social Science, and Education Library maintains a subject-specific FAQ database using the Libraries FAQ Engine. The Management and Economics Library contributes to a FAQ that is shared by college and university business libraries across the country. The Undergraduate Library has an extensive repository of FAQs from the Ask a Librarian service archive. The next iteration of the Virtual Notebook could integrate all of these disparate FAQ collections.
Third, in the near future the Libraries are expected to adopt software for collecting service desk usage statistics. Currently statistics are recorded by hand in each library on tick sheets, much in the way they were collected decades ago. The Libraries is considering using a vendor-based solution or an open-source software, or else developing a tool internally. At first glance, statistics gathering and ready reference support may appear to be separate tasks, but these functions can be integrated using the model that is common within IT help desk software. As questions come in to the library service points they would be tallied and recorded. Once recorded they could be analyzed to create new FAQs, much in the way that the Ask a Librarian service archive was utilized in creating the initial content of the Virtual Notebook. Some software allows both private and public views of the FAQ data. If the Libraries move toward an integrated system linking statistics gathering and ready reference support, this will lead to a tool that is more capable of supporting reference and user services.
ConClUSIon
Ready reference technologies must continue to evolve to meet the demands of library staff looking FeAture to serve library patrons in new and innovative ways. The basic tenets proposed by Eleanor Woodruff in 1897 still apply: questions will continue to "come around with the regularity of the seasons." Though we have moved away from recording answers on spoiled library cards, the process is the same, albeit with new technologies. The Virtual Notebook is one such technology built on the legacy of previous ready reference technologies. While the use of the Virtual Notebook has yet to reach the level expected by the researchers, there is no doubt that a wiki can be helpful in supporting reference and user services within a distributed library environment.
